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Student Hit By Bus
While Riding Bicycle
By Reuven M. Lemer
NEWSEDMTOR

Christopher H. Prince '92, a 21year-old management major and the
president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
was severely injured on Tuesday
afternoon when an MBTA bus hit
his bicycle from behind.
According to the Metropolitan
District Commission Police, the
accident occurred on the Harvard
Bridge at about 5:45 p.m. Witnesses
told MDC officers that Prince, who
was riding toward MIT on the
Harvard Bridge, swerved in front of
the bus, presumably because of the
wet snow that had just started to

caller at 5:37 p.m.
"Our people found the student
lying on the side of the street. His
bike was under the passenger-side
front tire of the bus," she added.
Prince, who was not wearing a
helmet at the time of the accident,
was taken to Beth Israel Hospital for
what a spokesperson called "serious
injuries." As of last night, the hospital would say only that Prince was
in surgical intensive care.
The MDC police said that while
officers filled out an accident report,
they did not issue a citation or file
any charges against the bus driver or
the MBTA.

fall.

"He was-about eight feet away
from the front of the bus when
we found him, and he was obviously injured, so we began to give
him some emergency medical
service and notified the police
jurisdiction," said Anne P. Glavin,
chief of Campus Police. She said
that Campus Police were notified
of the accident by an anonymous

'Still very disoriented'
Richard A. Kroes '92, vice president of SAE, said that Prince was
going "back and forth out of consciousness," but that he had suffered
6'no

major brain damage."

"He's chipped one of the vertebrae just underneath his skull. He's
Accident, Page 11
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While dozens of other universities are reducing costs by cutting
back on financial aid, MIT does not
expect to have to make major
changes in its financial aid program
anytime soon.
In fact, according to James J.
Culliton, vice president for financial
operations, MIT does not expect to
make any of several types of drastic
cuts - such as cutting departments
or sports teams - that other universities have made recently.
"In terms of financial aid's position ... we're going to review and
award as before," said Katherine M.
Nolan, associate director of the
Student Financial Aid Office. The
self-help level may change, but
"students will still be awarded full
need," she added.
MIT made this decision despite
the fact that the deficit will be
slightly larger than last year, according to Culliton. MIT has projected
relatively small deficits for the next

three years, he said.
Michael C. Behnke, director of
admissions, said that a task force on
financial aid several years ago
advised that MIT keep both needblind admissions and moderate selfhelp levels. Every few years, the
Institute investigates whether to
retain need-blind admissions, he
added.
"There are strains on us this
year," Culliton said. "We're going
to have to spend more of unrestricted money" for financial aid.
A change in policy would cause
more stress on families, grants, and
contracts, Culliton said, adding that
MIT is trying to help students to
make decisions based on schools
rather than money. The financial
needs of current students may also
change, he added.
Other aid schemes
Some other universities have
financial aid systems different from
the one used by MIT, including
'admit/deny" and "gapping,"

The last day to register for the
Massachusetts presidential primary is this Tuesday, Feb. 11.
Massachusetts residents may register with one of three parties
(Democratic, Republican, or
Independent Voters' Party), or
may register as a political designation, (see below). The primary
election is Tuesday, March IO.
Primaries are run differently in
each state. For those not familiar
with the intricate workings of the
Massachusetts primaries, here are
a few answers to commonly asked
questions.
- Can I register to vote in
Massachusetts even if I come
from another state?
Yes. If you live in
I

_
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Massachusetts, are a U.S. citizen,
and are over 18, you can register
to vote here. Registering to vote
in Massachusetts automatically
makes you a Massachusetts resident. Students who depend on aid
from their home state should
make sure that becoming a
Massachusetts resident will not
disqualify them for their aid.
* Can I register in any
Massachusetts town?
Yes. For example, if you live
in Somerville, but it is more convenient for you to register in
Cambridge, you may do so.
However, you will be assigned to
a polling place in your town of
residence, so you would vote in
Somerville, not in Cambridge.
* Where ill Cambridge can I
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Behnke said.
Under the admit/deny plan,
which Behnke called the "most ethical" alternative, students are admitted regardless of need, but the
school does not necessarily meet
their full need. Schools that employ
I
gapping also admit students without
consideration of their ability to pay,
but provide different levels of financial aid.
While both of these methods are
considered need-blind, a third takes
the student's ability to pay into consideration during the admissions
process.
MIT awards an average of
$10,000 to each student, Behnke
said. To do otherwise would be giving an "empty admissions offer,"
making the family feel guilty if they
cannot afford to pay, he said. If the
student comes to MIT, the family or
the student may have to take other
jobs, which could affect the student's education, he added.

You can register at the
Cambridge Police Department
(362 Green Street, in Central
Square). You can also register
Monday at Cambridge City Hall.
* Can I vote in any party's primary?
It depends on how you register. If you register with a party,
you may only vote in that party's
primary. If you want the option of
voting in any party's primary, you
should register as an "unenrolled
person." As an unenrolled person,

you do not belong to a party or to
a political designation. You may
vote in either party's primary (of
course, you can only vote once).
Your party affiliation will then
automatically change to that of
the party for which you voted.

register?
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Voter Registration Deadline Is Approaching
Bnoy
Sabrina Birmer
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Need-Blird Admissions Not at Risk
By Eva Moy
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UA Discusses Possiblito
-(f Student-Honor Code
By Sabrina Kwon
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITFOR

At Wednesday night's Undergraduate Association Council meeting, Associate Provost Sheila E.
Widnall '60 presented several ideas
on the issue of academic honesty
and the possible implementation of
an honor code at the Institute,
including a proposal to create a student honor committee.
UA President
Stacy E.
McGeever '93 said that the UA's
discussion on academic honesty was
intended "to look for a set of standards from the students who are
concerned about the policy of academic honesty for the student body to
at least be aware of, if not adhere
to."
McGeever said she realized that
students' ideas of an honor code
would vary considerably, and said
she would support the creation of a
structure to make academic honesty
a more obvious concern at MIT.
'Vhile an honor code can come
into play just as a statement, we
want to develop programs that will
alleviate conditions which foster
cheating," she said.
Widnall opened a discussion
about honor codes by saying that
academic honesty at MIT is a "complicated, long-term issue." She
emphasized that the entire issue is
still under discussion and would
probably not be resolved in the near
future. She expressed concern over
the terminology being used in discussions of academic honesty, saying that she objected to the association of the word "cheating" with
MIT students. Widnall also stressed
that the outside world must view
academic honesty as a concern at
MIT if an MIT education is to retain
its value.
'Gray areas'
When Raul R Shah '92, student
representative to the Committee on
the Undergraduate Program,
expressed his concern about the
"gray areas" of academic honesty

- including the use of course
"bibles" and other collaborative
methods of students - Widnall said
that faculty need to make clear to
their students their expectations and
standards on questions of cheating
and collaboration the first time a
class meets.
McGeever expressed concern
about the widespread decay of academic honesty which follows enrollment at MIT, specifically during
freshman year. "It is too easy for
freshmen to fall into the habit of
copying problem sets ... something
which stalls learning as well as fostering a lack of self-esteem," she
said.
Widnall concluded by suggesting that the UA create a student
honor committee or "honor court"
to inquire about academic honesty
from the student point of view. Such
a committee would meet with
instructors, thus reducing the problem of miscommunication between
between students and faculty.
Code questioned
Some students at the meeting
were unsure of how successful an
honor code would be at MIT. David
J. Kessler '94 said that an honor
code would not be an effective soluUA Council, Page 6
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Payments Lag

Bush Vage
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By Douglaa Johl
LOS ANGELES 77MES
CLEVELAND

President Bush Thursday
unveiled a much-touted plan he said
would cut health costs and guarantee access to care, but he offered no
clear explanation of how his administration would pay the $100 billion
price tag.
"We'll figure that out," Bush
said as he began the cross-country
trip to drum up support for the clection-year initiative.
In presenting the package here,
he proclaimed that its market-based
approach woumld "preserve: what
works and reforin what doesn't' in a
health-care system choked by
mounting costs. He warned that
alternatives proposed by his
Democratic rivals would force the~
nation to "swal~low a cure worse
than the diseatse."
At the heart of the Bush proposal
is a plan to offer new tax breaks to
help low- and middle-income families pay for health care. At the same
time, it would slash M~edicaid fiund-ing by about $35 billion over five
years, in part to force states to
mod~el their systems on health-management organizations.
But what Bush described as a
"comprehensive" plan otherwise left
unspecified how its vast costs would
be bome. While pointing to a series
of ways to make the health-care systerm more efficient, administration
officials said they would begin to' fill
in the details only if Congress
shows interest in the program.
Their studied vagueness underscored the politics behind a program
to be used as a bludgeon to attack
rival Democratic proposals as steps~
down a slippery slope toward
socialized health care.
While peddling the Bush program as a free-market alternative,
the White House seemed determined to avoid giving offense to
any qluarter. Its 94-page White
Paper was at its most specific in a
final chapter outlining "problems
with other approaches."

North Korea Nears Big Step
Toward Nucleax Bomb, U.S. Says
LOS ANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTON

A senior Bush administration official told Congress Thursday that
North Korea may be only months away from finishing a plant that
can reprocess nuclear fuel, a step that would enable it td build a
nuclear bomb by the middle of next year.
A North Korean nuclear reprocessing plant "may be nearing operational status," Undersecretary of State Arnold Kanter told a hearing
of the Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on Asia.
On Jan. 22, Kanter met with a North Korean diplomat at the
United Nations in the highest level talks ever between the two countries.
Kanter's testimony amounts to the most explicit public statement
yet by any senior U.S. official about the rapid pace with which North

CONCORD. N.H.

A campaign to persuade voters to write in the name of New York
Gov. Mariop M. Cuomo has added a fresh - and potentially significant - variable to the Democratic presidential primary contest here.
At the least, the movement could threaten the continued vriability
of two or three of the active candidates whose names. are on'the ballot
if they end up running behind an inactive write-in candidlate after
they have spent months on personal campaigning and building their
organizations. At the most, it could be the first step in a party-polarizing contest over the nomination that might last late into the spring.
The National Draft Cuomo Committee, an ad hoc group based in
Chicago and operating out of a second-floor downtown office here,
has just mailed 75,0800 post cards to New H~ampshire Democratic

By Paul West

As a weak high pressure ridge remains stationary north of New
England, a significant storm will move along the Atlantic seaboard
northward and internsify, early on Saturday. A shortwave in the Ohio
valley will be absorbed into this intensifyling cyclone and pull the
moisture shield westward, thus bringing the best chance of snow to
the coastal sections of New England and the Canadian Maritimes.
Following the stormy start of the weekend, colder and fairer
weather will follow on Sunday and Mond~ay.
Friday afternoon: Becoming cloudy with a chance of snow late.
High around 35'F (2'C) with a stiffening easterly breeze at 10-15
mphk (16-32 kmh)
Friday night: Cloudy with a 70 percent chance of snow, low
around 28IF (-2'C),winds turning northeasterly at 15-25 mph (24-40
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Bush used his appearance here
less to discuss the details of his plan
than to attack the so-called "play or
pay" approach and other
Democratic-backed alternatives.
Although the plan to cut Medicaid
funding would generate the program's biggest savings, he made no
mention of the potentially controversial proposal in his 25-16inute,
speech.
"Were stanpd at a crossroads"" he
told the Greater CIlevelandnc Growth
Association. "W~e can move forward
to dramatically reform our marrketbased system or we can force ourselves to swallow a cure~worse than
the disease.",
Bush assured the group of bursiness leaders that his plan would
"give Americans the kind of health
care they want and deserve and put
an end to the worry that keeps thems
awake at night."
To maximize the political impact
of the health-care plan, the White
House had held its details from the
State of the Union addresss and federal budget Bush proposed last
week.
He traveled to Cleveland to formally unveil the plan in part as tribulte to efforts of health-care reform-n
ers in the city to encourage small
businesses to band together to gain
access to more affordable insurasnce
coverage, a principle embraced in
the White House plan.
But his audience here appeared
no more than mildly enthusiastic
about its contents and interrupted
his speech only once with applause,~
when Bush referred to a previously
announced proposal to impose limits on malpractice suits.
The proposal Bush outlined here
has been in the making for more
than eight months. But its drafting
was accelerated late last year after
an upset Democratic victory in a
Pennsylvania Senate race made
clear that health care had become anr
issue of election-shaping importance for manyr voters.
In contrast to various
Democratic promises of health care

Clinton C~lll
I
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The federal government has collected only $365,000 out of $84
million in fines and repayments in 55 major savings and loan criminal
convictions, the General Accounting Office told Congress Thursday.
"Someone in the federal government should be held accountab~le,"
said GAO associate director Harold Valentine. "Not even a penny for
every dollar (in fines and restitutionordered) has been collected."
Members of a Senate Banking subcommittee, clearly exasperated
by testimony of GAO officials, were also told that no one in the federal government is keeping track of how much is collected.
Valentine and GAO assistant director Edward Stephenson later
estimated that if all 4,030 convictions in major bank and S&cL cases
since 1987 are considered, the governunent has collected about $20
million out of $1.3 billion in court-ord~ered frines and restitutions.
Many of the prosecutions: occurred after 1989, when Congress began
providing extra money to hire hundreds more attorneys and FBI[
agents to bring the cases.
In addition to criminal prosecutions, the government also is seeking to recover billions of dollars in civil suits resulting from S&L and
bank failures. Congress has authorized more than $550 million for
fiscal years 1990 through 1993 to press civil and criminal suits related to banks and S&Ls.

I

THEBAL7TIMORESUNI
NJASHUA, N.H.

,Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton's
presidential campaign was sidetracked again Thursday, this time
over new questions about how he
avoided military service at the
height of the Vietnam War.
For Clinton, the issue is not new
it first surfaced when he entered
politics in the 1970s.
Besieged by reporters at campaign stops in Manchester and
Nashua, the governor gave a calm

a2.9

for all, sometimes under government auspices, the Bush plan
promises only universal access to
health care through tax credits and
tax deductions designed to make
health insurance affordable.
The proposed new assistance to
low- and middle-incomre families
would decline according to wealth,
but would cost taxpayers $35 billion
a year after being phased in over
five years. A needy family of three
or more whose incomle fell below
the poverty line would receive the
maximumn benefit of $3,750.
To remove another banrfier to
coverage, the Bush plan would
require insurance companies to prTovide health plans to all groups that
sought them. It would prohibit
insurance firms from denying an
application because of the illness of
an employee who had previously
been insured.
But the plan would stop short of
requiring that insurance companies
provide coverage even to new applicants, offering no new guarantee to
tho~se denied health~care because of
AIDS, cancer or other pre-existing
condlitions..
The approach aims to preserve a
health-care system Bush said should
be based on "choice, not central
control." Adminaistration officials
said its main cost-cutting measure
-to end umnlimnited federal reimbursement of Medicaid -expenses
was designed to force states to emulate the private sector in creating
scaled-down health-care plans.
But the absence of furtaher detail
about how the plan might be funded
reflected what W9hhite Hquse officials,
conceded was an election-year
reluctance to offer targets for political attack.
The officials said the vagueness
reflected the defeat of policy aides
in a fierce internal White House battle in which chief of staff Samuel K.
Skinner and re-election camppaign
officials warned that specificity
could backfire against Bush.

tyoutHo

was not conscripted in the fall of
1969. He told the paper that Clinton
had misled him into thinking he
would be returning to Arkansas
within a couple of months, rather
than spending the entire academic
year in England.
Clinton; disagreeing, saly~s he
does not know why Ha'lmes, now
75, would make such a statement.
He says the ROTC commander had
encouraged him to go back for his
second yrear at Oxford, since he

him to go on active duty after finishing law school, the Selective
Service system was in turmoil, as
Presidlent N~ixon struggled to ease
anti-war sentiment on college campuses.
On Sept. 19, 1969, following
meetings with to~p House and Senate
leaders, Secretary of Defense
Meelvin Laird ananounced that Nixon
intended to sign an executive order
exempting those ages 20 through
26, which included Clinton, from
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Militar

Plan Crashes on 1 agog

By Bo, Sectoe
LOS ANGEIM 77MES
EVANSVLLE, IND.

A huge military transport plane
nose-dived into a parking lot just
outside the regional airport here
Thursday, touching off a fireball of
burning aviation fuel that engulfed a
motel and restaurant and killed at
least 16 people.
"I heard a plane sputter and then
the building started shaking and the
lights flickered," said garage
mechanic Eric Huffinan, who was
working across the street. "It felt
like an earthquake had hit."
The Lockheed C-130 turboprop
was based in Louisville, Ky., and
was on a training flight for the
Kentucky National guard. Witnesses
said that it had been practicing a
series of"touch-and-go" takeoffs
and landings when it appeared to
lose power shortly before 10 a.m.
CST and plunged almost nose first
into the ground. Debris from the
crash slid into JoJo's restaurant and
an adjacent four-story motel called
the Drury Imn.

Authorities said that all five crew
members appeared to have died in

the crash. Two other victims were
found in the -restaurant kitchen and
nine in the motel, mostly on the
fourth floor, said a spokesman for
the coroner. At least 14 others were
admitted to local hospitals suffering
from burns and smoke inhalation.
It was the second worst aviation
disaster in the history of this
Southern Indiana community. In
December 1977, a chartered DC-3
crashed on takeoff from the same
airport, killing 29 people, including
the entire University of Evansville
Purple Aces basketball team.
The latest tragedy also brought
back eerie reminders of another
accident only four years ago when
an Air Force trainer plane lost
power and smacked into the side of
another airport motel, killing 10
people inside. That crash also took
place in Indiana, only 200 miles up
the road in Indianapolis.
Military investigators dispatched
from Scott Air Force Base in
Belleville, Ill., were still poring over
the debris Thursday night.
Spokesmen said that it could take
several days to determine what went
wrong.

The plane crashed along a commercial strip just south of the airport
along busy U.S. Highway 41. The
site was only a few hundred yards

from a sprawling Whirlpool refrigerator factory, the largest employer
in Southern Indiana.
Mike Genpre, who worked nearby, said that he ran toward the motel
after he heard the explosion and saw
an "incredible wall of smoke and a
tower of flames." Despite intense
heat, Genpre said that he made his
way into the building and checked
rooms on the first three floors but
could find nobody. But when he
reached the fourth floor, he said,
smoke was everywhere and he was
forced to crawl on his stomach to
see where he was going and find an
air pocket.
"I started yelling," he said. "We
heard some people. One woman
walked out very disoriented. Her
skin was covered black with smoke.
She was very shaken up. I heard
screaming but I couldn't make it
out.... Another lady crawled to the
landing. She said she'd been blown
through the door ... she was burnt
very badly on her hair, skin and
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face. It was all very gruesome."
Dan Rush, in Evansville for a
business meeting, said that he had
flown in C-130s when he was in the
Air Force. So when he happened to
notice the aircraft take off as he was
driving on a nearby highway he
instantly realized that something
was amiss.
"It just wasn't right," Rush said.
"It started side slipping and nosed to
the ground.... It was on a very steep
angle.... From what we could tell, it
went right into the parking lot....
I've never seen anything like it,
even close. The fireball was unreal.
... There was extremely black smoke
and flame. There was a real brilliant
core. I have no idea what caused
that."
Capt. Dian Gardner, a spokesman
for the Indiana Air National Guard,
said that the aircraft had completed'
two touch and goes, a procedure
where the pilot settles the plane
down on the runway but lifts off
again without coming to a stop. The
crash took place on the third such
procedure.
The aircraft was assigned to the
123rd Tactical Air Lift Wing of the

16

Kentucky National Guard based in
Louisville, about 100 miles away.
Lt. Col. Ed Tonini, chief of public affairs for the Kentucky Guard,
said that the Evansville airport is
frequently used for training flights
because it is close to Louisville but
has far less commercial traffic.
All five crewmen on the aircraft
were members of the Kentucky
Guard. The pilot, who flew commercial cargo flights in civilian life,
was identified by guard officials as
Maj. Richard A. Strang, 39, from
Floyds Knobs, Ky. Authorities did
not immediately release the identities of the civilians killed on the
ground.
The four-turboprop C-130, a
model with a good safety record,
has been a workhorse for the Air
Force and Air National Guard for
more than 35 years. Almost 100 feet
in length, with a 132-foot wingspan,
the C-130 can carry a payload of
about 20 tons at a cruising speed of
more than 350 mph.
Under nonnal configuration, the
plane carries almost 7,000 gallons
of Fiuel; this reservoir of fuel that fed
the devastating blaze after the crash.

Yeltsin Presses for More Wesrn Aid durin Visit 0 France
By Willlam Drozdlak
THE WASHINGTONPOT
PAMS

Russian President Boris Yeltsin
bluntly warned the international
community Thursday that unless
foreign assistance is stepped up dramatically, a new dictatorship may
arise to crush his country's fragile
experiment with democracy and
free-market economics.
Yeltsin said the delayed arrival
of substantial aid from abroad is
becoming politically dangerous and
could eventually trigger a resurgence of totalitarian rule, from
either the left or the right.
"I have faith in these reforms
and I believe they are irreversible,"
he said during a city hall reception

-
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on the second day of a three-day
visit. "But if they fail, I can already
feel the breath of the red shirts and
brownshirts on our necks." His reference was to the red emblem of
communism and the-Nazi brownshirts, or stonn troopers.
The Russian leader said the next
three months will prove critical in
determining whether his. country
escapes the threat of an authoritarian relapse. He declared that the
West must realize that 'if Russia
fails in its reforms, especially of the
economy, a dictator will appear.
That's why the international community must contribute to a solution."
Western aid deliveries have
stalled because of transportation

-9

problems, inadequate distribution
networks in the former Soviet
republics and alleged siphoning of
some supplies to the black market.
Under one of several cooperation
agreements signed Thursday by
French and Russian officials, Franrce
will provide about $300 million in
credit for future grain purchases.
Prime Minister Edith Cresson also
said France will extend a similar
line of credit to permit Russia to
buy French industrial goods.
At a meeting with French businessmen, Yeltsin chided the company leaders for failing to invest in his
country. "Perhaps you can save a
franc today," he said, "but if the
Cold War returns, you will end up
paying a thousand times more."

__
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He acknowledged that it could
take up to five months to stabilize
Russian prices after the country's
recent moves toward a free-market
system, and he added that several
years may be needed "to create a
really stable economy." But he
insisted that despite the difficulties,
"we won't retreat."
During talks witlh French
Foreign Minister Roland Dumas,
Yeltsin vowed to go further in
reducing Russia's nuclear arsenal
than is called for under the Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty (START)
signed by U.S. and Soviet officials
last year. "We are ready to cut the
number of nuclear warheads nearly
six times, from 12,000 to 2,500,
which I consider a minimum
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The Tech has openings in all departments,
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defense to deter terrorists and irresponsible leaders," he said.
He expressed hope that as Russia
and the United States reduce their
nuclear arsenals, France will "in
turn abstain from increasing its
nuclear armament." The French
government has repeatedly declared
that it will not match the drawdown
in nuclear arms because its nuclear
force is much smaller than that of
the two larger powers.
During a final meeting Friday
with French President Francois
Mitterrand, Yeltsin is expected to
sign what will be his newly independent country's first peace and
friendship treaty with a Western
power.
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50-Year~earaelutian

For nearly 50 years, the federal government and American
universities have worked together to produce some of the
world's finest scientific research. It is easy to see the benefits
each party has reaped from this relationship: The government
gains access to top-notch researchers while universities receive
financial support.
But if the Defense Contract Audit Agency's audit of MIT is
a taste of the future, the heyday of
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Smith Insensitive
To Needs of Elderly

OPINION SMAFF

Mark Smith's article ["Aid to Elderly
Comes at Others' Expense", Feb. 4] is a perfect example of the 1980s' "me first" selfishness. His attitudes toward the benefits nonworking seniors earn after their decades of
hard work are immature. By decreasing these
benefits, senior citizens are impoverished in
their remaining years.
I do not think a sixty-five year old father
who has house payments and, two kids to put
through college would accept Smith's propos-
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As individuals, we can all speak out
against ideas we consider dangerous or incorrect. But perhaps the only standard we can
converge upon and define clearly as a group is
one of respect for freedom of speech. There
can be no mutual respect when one person sits
in judgment of another's right to speak.
Richmond says that "we must also deal with
infiactions of such mutual respect on the cormputer in the same way we deal with them
everywhere else." If he means that as individuals, we must publicly criticize these infractions, then he is right. But if he means that we
should put the Institute's politicized judicial
procedures in charge of judging our speech,
then I must disagree.
Lars E. Bader G

Michael J. Kreuze '93

PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF

I

Barbados on the government's tab was inappropriate, but the
implication that such an event is typical is simply ludicrous.
Dingell probably means well and intends merely to save the
American people money, but his hardball tactics boost his
image more than they accomplish this goal. Indeed, one of the
governments primary approaches to-the audit has been to
ignore several- agreements that, in principle, allow the Institute
to keep- may of the fuends the DCAA is now demanding.
The government should be applauded for its efforts to save
the taxpayers money. But no one stands to gain from undue
harassment of institutions that are probably guilty of nothing
more than a few fudged finances. The DCAA and other agencies should realize that attacking American research may cost
everyone more, both financially and technologically, than it
stands to get back. If the government does not tone down its
criticism, MIT - and a number of other uniersities - may
decide that working for the government is not worth the hassle.

LETITERS TO THE EDITOR

PRODUCIONSTAFF
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beforeth committee.PerhapssendingInstituteemployeesto

may be coming to an end. The
DCAA and several other agencies
have spent more than a year poring over'MIT's finances in
search of fraud and the misuse of government grants. MIT has
cooperated with the auditors throughout the process, and should
continue to do so. The flood of negative publicity created by the
audit has grated against the Institute's top leaders, who are obviously annoyed.
In some ways, MIT's annoyance with the auditors is justified. The Institute receives several hundred million dollars in
research grants from the government every year, and the news
that AIT may have misused some of that money will certainly
not help the Institute win any new contracts.
This is not to say that MIT has been completely honest
about its bookkeeping. A university is a business, and it is not
uncommon for businesses to play games with their financial
records. While it remains to be seen just how much MIT will

Managing Editor
Jeremy Hylton '94

eventually owe the governnent, its initial $780,000 payment
raises suspicions that other questionable uses of funds are yet to
be uncovered.
But MIT is not the only guilty party in this mess. The government - particularly Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.), chairman of the Oversight andInvestigations Subcommittee - tried
to publicly embarrass MIT and other universities for alleged
misuses of funds, even before formal evidence was presented

I

In his column, ["Computer Nets Need
Same Standards as Public Displays," Feb.4]
Jonathan Richmond rightly points out that
computerized bulletin boards and electronic
discussion groups are often rude and full of
offensive remarks. But his argument that free
speech needs to be curtailed on computer networks is excessively broad. The right of free
speech is not something the government or
other institutions can weigh against other considerations, based on political judgments and
prevailing views. If it were, then free speech
would not be a right at all, but merely a privilege given to us by a, genrous authority.
Under the constitution, the government has no
leeway - freedom of speech must be upheld.
And under Massachusetts law, MIT may regulate no speech which a public university cannot restrict.
Richmond also feels that because some
countries have laws restricting freedom of
speech, the Institute must help to enforce
those restrictions on network users from MIT.
Does he believe, then, that if users in Iraq
obtain network access, and the Iraqi government decrees that no posting may assert that
the Holocaust occurred, that MIT should punish students who seek to preserve the memory
of that horrible event?
Richmond's assertion that 'people at MIT
are entitled to exist in a non-threatening professional and educational environment" is
worrisome. If by "non-threatening,"
Richmond means that no one at MIT should
ever be made to feel uncomfortable by his or
her peers, then I disagree. Yngve K. Raustein
'94, who posted the anti-Semitic jokes to
which Richmond refers, should be, and probably has been, made to feel very uncomfortable
for having done so. If, for example, someone
has racist views, I would much rather be given
the chance to understand their exact character
than delude myself that their views do not
exist. We can fight prejudice most effectively
when we understand it best.

Free Speech
Must Be Maintained
Jonathan Richmond should be applauded
for demanding that we apply the same standards of free speech to computers as we do in
other non-electronic media. However, to reconcile the current inconsistencies, we need
more free speech in general, not less on computers. Richmond takes for granted that such
an ill-defined, subjective, and dangerous
notion of an "entitlement to exist in a nonthreatening ... environment" justifies compromising our commitment to free expression if
someone labels an idea "offensive".
The truth is that free speech is already a
compromise that works like this. There are
many ideas I express which Mr. Richmond
finds repugnant and for which he believes I
should be jailed, disciplined, or silenced.
Likewise, there are many ideas Mr. Richmond
expresses which I find repugnant and for
which I believe he should be jailed, disciplined, or silenced. The compromise is that
each of us is entitled to express our ideas, and
no one is silenced.
Adam. R. Grossman '87

All Speech Must Be
Allowed on Campus
I have seen many things posted

on campus

Ethat I have found deeply offensive, including
the reprinted jokes in Dr. Richmond's column.

It seems to me that by printing them, The
Tech's constitutional protection of the press
clashes with the'reader's right, as claimed by
Richmond, not to be offended. Fortunately,
that right does not exist, -as it would void the
First Amendment.
By allowing all speech, MIT is approving,
or disapproving, of none of it. That should be
the role of a university. As soon as MIT starts
censoring any speech on' campus, then the
implication is that it condones all the rest, and
must start controlling everything that is published.

Unlike postings along the Infinite
Corridor, no one is forced to see computer
postings. The only people who read the jokes
in question were people who went out of their
way to find jokes to read on the network.
When ideas are posted on a computer, it is
very easy for anyone to respond, argue, agree,
or "hang up the phone." The computer bulletin board is almost the ideal "free marketplace of ideas," where all ideas 'may be
expressed, and only the good ones will win
out.
Adam Dershowitz G

Christianity Cannot Be
Reconciled with Other
Religions
In his column, ["Religion Helps Some
Survive Nuclear Age," Jan. 3] Swami
Sarvagatanada writes, "There are so many different and seemingly contradictory religions
in existence. Not only do we disagree about
each other's beliefs, but we become disagreeable as well, leading at times even to bloodshed ... [this problem] cannot be allowed to
continue." We wholeheartedly agree that this
problem of intolerance does exist and should
cease. However, he goes on to suggest the
solution to these problems lies in accepting all
religions as true. At that point, we are forced

c
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to disagree; Christianity cannot be reconciled
with other religions.

Letters, Page 5
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ERRATA
Edwin C. Whitehead, founder of the
Whitehead Institute for Biomedical
Research, died Sunday at the age of 72.
Due to a reporting error, Whitehead's
first name was mistakenly given as
John in Tuesday's Tech ["Whitehead
Founder Dies"]. Whitehead held over
20 patents in fields ranging from tissue
processing to automated blood analysis.
His $135 million gift for the Whitehead
was the largest single gift ever made to
American science.
Because of a reporting error, an article in Tuesday's issue ["Panel to Stuo
Overhead Costs'] misspelled the nanitof the graduate student representative
on the Committee on Indirect Costs and--iGraduate Student Tuition. Her name is
is Anjali Sastry.
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Students Should Awaken to the Dangers of Our Modern Industrial Society
tion,. deforestation, desertification, militarism,
population growth, and the widening gap
between the rich and the poor combine to
threaten the human fiuture.
If students act like sleepwalkers in regard
to these problems, who can blame them? After
all, so does most of the MIT community. So

Rev. Sctt Paradbee
ENSCOPAL CHAPLONN

I sometimes think of MIT students as
sleepwalkers. In some respects, of course,
they are very much awake. They study hard.
They get the world's best education in science
and engineering. Iliy struggle with the usual
problems of growing up. They qualify for elite
jobs when they graduate. They have the
prospect of entering absorbing and successful
careen They expect to marry, to have children,
to enjoy the high consunption lifestyle taken
for granted by the successful in America If

Our doomsday machine is the
moder indolu

al

tGem.

they think about the human crisis the future

does the United States government So does

holds, they do not let it deflect them from
their plans for life.
The crisis is this: humanity is on a suicidal
path. Fundamental change is needed for
humane human survival.
For the past fourteen years I have organized the forums of the Technology and
Culture Seminar at MIT. During this time, we
have invited recognized authorities to address
a considerable number of serious social and
environmental problems. In some cases,
speakers proposed plausible solutions to the
problem being discussed But in only one or
two cases carn I remember having any real
hope that the solutions would be implement-

American society.

could, if detonated, destroy human life all
over the world. This device would detonate
automatically if anyone dared to attack this
country with nuclear weapons. This he considered the ultimate deterrent.
This device has already been built. The
button has already been pressed. It will
destroy at least a large part of the human community without a single nuclear device being
exploded. It will accomplish this destruction
with excruciating slowness over the next 100
years or so. Our doomsday machine is the
modern industrial system.
Students need to awaken to the fact that
the misuse of science and technology serves
as a major ingredient in this doomsday sys-

tem. A just and sustainable society cannot be
created without better uses of science and
technology. Once awakened, students will
commit their lives to these ends.
Perhaps at MIT we are more aware of the
many dimensions of the human crisis than
anywhere else. But awareness is only the first
step, and if not followed by a second step, a
futile one. Sam Parkin, a spokesperson for the
British Greens, has said, "Our numbness, our
silence, our lack of outrage, could mean we
end up the only species to have minutely monitored our own extinction. What a measly epitaph that would make: 'They saw it coming,
but hadn't the wit to stop it happening.' "

For most of us, it's business as usual. That
is, let's hope for economic growth, pursue
government grants, work for successful
careers, and get through this year and the next
as best as we can. Let's not plan for the fundamental changes necessary to steer a course
toward a sustainable society. We do not anticipate major changes in our way of life. For
many of us, hardship mad even inconvenience
are not on our agenda.
Years ago, the nuclear weapons strategist

Herman Kahn postulated what he called a
doomsday machine: a nuclear device built by
the United States and so powerful that it

ed. Global Warming, ozone depletion, pollu-

LEERS TO ME EDTOR
us, by taking upon Himself the penalty for out
sins through the death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. He offers this gift to us for ftee,
but we can receive it only through faith in
Christ Jesus. The road He offers is not one of
"many paths"; it is the only one.

Lezrs, from Page 4
Christianity is unique. It is not a set of
amoral and spiritual values," nor is it about
duties, rules, guilt, and virtue. Christianity is
about a person, Jesus Christ. Jesus is the
unique revelation from the Creator to the
world He has created. It cannot be rightly
said, as Swami Sarvagatanada claims, that
Jesus was simply another prophet, or just a
great teacher; He is fully God.
Lastly, Christianity teaches that we are
condemned to eternal punishment because of
our sins; no matter what works we do or how
good we try to be, we can never fl= ourselves
from this condemnation. It is God who saves

Alexander S. Chen '95
Eric J. Ding '95
with the support of Hong Kong Students
Bible Study, Maranatha Ministries, Campus
Crusade for Christ, and the Black, Chinese,
Korean, and Seekers United Christian
Fellowships.
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Don't; miss |your-chance
Annual
at the d
Edger~ton/Mili
Photography Contest
Ind

i

The nrpirabion
For This Show
_
Is Missing
Starting January 22, come to The ICA
and see The Absent Body. Emerging
international artists conjure visions of
those that are gone but not forgotten,
through remnants they left behind.
Visit The ICA and you're certain to
experience the hidden inspiration of
The Absent Body.

Submit your pictures by March 22!

currents2
The Absent Body

Cash Prizes of $700. $500 and $300 and Gift Certificates

January 22 - March 22,1992
Entry forms and contest rules available at the following:

MIT Museum - Stratton Student Center or N52-2nd
The Association of MIT Alumni and Alumnae - 10-110

I

The Institute of Contemporary Art
M
5etn

St(next toWe silnCA( 3sp),Born.infonfnabn co(617)26651L

Currents has been ftinded in port by the Notinal Endowment for the Ad

a fideral agency.

Student Art Association - W20-429
MIT Information Center - 7^121
Strobe Lab - 4-405
i
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Harold Abelson PhD '73

Edward F. Crawley '76

Arthur P. Mattuck

John B. Southard 'Go

Graham C. Walker

By Brian Rosenberg

Computer Science Harold Abelson
PhD '73, Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics Edward F.
Crawley '76,
Professor
of
Chemistry Daniel S. Kemp,
Professor of Mathematics Arthur P.
Mattuck, Professor of Earth,
Atmospheric, and Planetary
Sciences John B. Southard'60, and
Professor of Biology Graham C.
Walker.

Each faculty fellow will hold a
10-year term and receive $5,000
each year for support of research,
educational activities, and other
scholarly expenses. The program is
supported by $10 million in MIT
endowment and a $1 million gift
from the Exxon Education
Foundation. President Charles M.
Vest announced the creation of the
program in his inaugural address,

but it was only recently named to
honor the accomplishments of the
late Margaret L. A. MacVicar '65,
former dean for undergraduate education.

recognize members who have profoundly influenced our students."

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Six professors have been named
MacVicar Faculty Fellows in recognition of their "exemplary and sustained contributions" to undergraduate education, according to a press
release from the MIT News Office.
The new fellows are Professor of
Electrical
Engineering and

"Excellence in undergraduate
teaching must be rewarded and
encouraged," Vest said in his inaugural address. "To this end, we are
establishing an endowed program to

When the program is fully in
place, there will be 60 to 80 fellows,
according to Provost Mark S.
Wrighton. Plans are for six to eight
new faculty fellows to be appointed
each year. Selections are based on
merit alone, without any quotas for
schools or departments.

Indian Students Find a 'Home Away HUom Home' by Part.iLpaing in Sa.am
By Allce N. Gilchrlst

Indian holidays, and sponsors lectures and demonstrations, according
to Jayant Kumar '95, secretary, and
Pradeep R. Sreekanthan '95, publicity director.

STAFFREPORTER

Adivit&y-

Sangam: In Hindi, it means "a
meeting or gathering point." To
Indian students at MIT, however, it
has become something else, a
"forum where Indians and American
Indians can express themselves and
maintain their cultural identity,"

says Sangam President Sudhendu
Rai G.
The group, which has approximately 200 members, is divided
almost evenly between undergraduate and graduate students.
According to Sreenivas R. Gorti G.
vice president of Sangam, the number of members has grown "directly
in proportion to the number of
Indian students attending MIT."
Sangam shows Indian movies,
organizes celebrations during major

Altemative Spdngbreakl
t
ARUBA
$429
CANCUN
339
USBON
518
ROME
440

'Spring Break is

SA JOSE

410

AElXCO CITY

470

And so is
Garber Travel.

Right Around

This semester, Sangam plans to
show Indian movies monthly, sponsor more lecture series and demonstrations, and organize discussions
about issues important to the Indian
community, said Gorti.
India is a "diverse country with
many different religions, races, and

Ithe, Corner.

Air
acnly!pakages available to most
delsinations!!Round trip fares from
Boston.Taxes and surcharges not included.l
.1
.I

During IAP, Sangam sponsored
two musical demonstrations and lectures on different styles of Indian
music, said Kumar. Some of their
major activities last semester were a
"fall foliage trip" to New
Hampshire during Columbus Day
weekend, celebrations of two Indian
festivals, Dushehra and Diwali, in
late October and early November,
and a lecture in November entitled
"India: Where is the Nation
Heading?" by Prem Shankar Jha,
former Information advisor to V. P.
Singh, former prime minister of
India.

PH0719COURrMYINDIANS7V9DEN.ASSOCrTION (SMNGAM)

Members of the Indian Student Assoclatlon take a breather during a ·
recent hike up Mt. Dlkey In the White Mountains of New
Hampshire.

languages," so the name Sangam
implies that the organization is a
place where all kinds of Indian people "can meet and express themselves in a united way," Rai said.

Smruti J. Vidwans '95, a member of the Sangam executive com-

felt most people would choose to

UA Council, from Page I

copy.

We are right here......
in the Stratton Student Center!!!!
W20-024
Drop by or call!
II

tion to the problem of excessive collaboration, saying that many students would disregard such a code if
implemented. UA Vice President J.
Paul Kirby '93 said that the honor
code could not guarantee that students would not "improperly collaborate" in some way.
Jun B. Lee '94, an IFC representative, said cheating is unavoidable
because of the high-pressure environment at engineering schools such
as M1T. Other council members said
it is unrealistic to expect an honor
code to work at a place as competitive as MIT. If students were given
the choice of doing work themselves and getting a lower grade or
copying a problem set and getting a
better grade, many council members

,'
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Worried about getting a job after graduation?
Interested in finding out information about a guaranteed and
rewarding job that provides a high level of responsibility?
Freshman and Sophomores:
- Come check out the Air Force Reserve Cfficer Training Corps
- FREE answers to your questions on benefits and commitments,
and REFRESHMENTS
- Come join the fun during the Military Knowledge Challenge, a
combination of athletics and military trivia, at 4:00PM, 12 Feb.
On Briggs Field
Contacts:

very. important for freshmen. She
said Sangam gave her an opportunity to do things "for Indians at MIT
and Indians in general,' and that
Sangam makes Indians '"feel at
home" at MIT.

Students Ed WVdnall Discuss
Possible bsdtute Honor Code

PRESENTS

L

mittee, said that the group can be

Cadet Erik Blasch
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Hold a piece of tape up to your eyes,
dim the lights and try to fill out your
taxes.

225-6248

For Information: Capt Charles Danley

253-4475

Now you're seeing things from her
point of view.
Almost everybody has to file taxes, but not

mStrts
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LLasehlp@c~~
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Other discussion
Gregory M. Lubiniecki '94 told
the council about an anonymous letter addressed to the MIT administration, chaplains, and UAC which
spoke about the intolerably high
levels of stress at MIT and the lack
of effort being put forth to alleviate
suicidal tendencies that result from
stress. Lubiniecki urged council
members to let other students know
that counseling is available at the
Institute for times when the stress
"gets to be too much."
Raajinish A. Chitaley '95 was
nominated for the position of UA
Council Vice Chairman.

everyone can do it on their own. Volunteer and

help make someone's taxes less tampng. Call
1800 829 1040. ^n'-arm o !g
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Discuss Your Future
With General Electric

ARTS
FUNDING

Who?

BS and

MS candidates

in

electrical

engineering,

computer science, mechanical engineering,
chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering,
and nuclear engineering.

The
for
Z* . . Council
c .
I .. the
. Arts
at MTr announces the
next deadline for
applications to its
Grants Program for

Wh-at?

The General Electric Technicail Recruiting Team
will be conducting campus interviews at the
Placement Office for challenging career
opportunities within one of the most diversified
companies in the world. Contact the Placement
Office to schedule an interview with one of our
technical managers. Various entry level
alternatives are available, such as:

arts pro6ct furding:

February 12-1992
-
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--

•

Edison Engineering Program

*
•
•
•

Mlanufactuering Management Program
Chemical-Metallurgical Management Program
Software Technology Program
Individualized Direct Placement

I

Opportunities exist in such
* Artificial Intelligence
e Expert Systems
* VLSI
@ Roboti s
9 CAD/CA\E/CAM
* Computer Graphics

The GrantsProgramofthe Council
for the Arts hasprovidedsupport
for over 600 artsprojectssince 1974.
All MIT staff, faculty and
currentlyenrolledstudents
are eligible to apply.

f

business areas available, refer to the General Electric
file located in your placement office.

When and
Where?
-

Applications and Guidelines
are available at the
Office of the Arts
(E15-205 Wiesner Building).
Call Susan Cohen at 253-2372
for more information
-

I

For more information on these programs and the major

-

L

fields as:
0 Plastics
* Metallurgy
* Ceramics
* Software Engineering
A Signal Processing
* Controls

-Wednesday, February 12 at the Placement Office

The future is working
at General Electric
An equal opportunity employer
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THE CHALLENGE OF
THE DECISIVE DECADE:

I

e

Who?
PROF. HENRY KENDALL,

MIT

Prof. Lester Thurow, Moderator

'What?
TUESDAY, FEB. 1 1

I

-

--

-

I

- -

I

"INFORMATION
SESSION9'

Engineers:

Scientists:

Electrical
Mechanicel
Chemical
Nuclear
Aeronautical
Computer

Computer Science
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry

career opportunities within the General Electric
Company in such fields as:
* Artificial Intelligence c Plastics

4:30PM

M
Metallurgy

* Expert Systems

I
I
SPONSORED BY THE TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE SEMINAR AT MIT

I
I

ork e"1mo

MIT FACULTY AND STUDENTS
HOME AND CAMPUS DELIVERY
50% OFF THE NEWSSTAND PRICE!

/

Discount rates for home, campus and off campus delivery of The
New York Times will be available at 25 cents per copy. This is good
for Monday through Friday papers. There is also considerable savings when you order the Monday through Sunday subscription.
Papers will be delivered by 7:00 a.m. to dorms.

When and
I

Please mail this form along with payment Make checks payable to:
The New York Times, 850 Boylston St. Suite 421
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
Or payment can be made by credit card. Circle one.
AMERICAN EXPRESS
VISA
MASTERCARD
Expiration Date
#

o Ceramics
e Software Engineering
* Signal Processing
* Controls/Automation
*Aerospace Systems
eMedical Diagnostic
Imaging Systems
Various career entry paths from MVIT to GE will be
discussed. These include Development Programs
as the:
/ ~Edison Engineering Program
*Manufacturing Management Program
o Chemical-Metallurgical Managementt Program
,* Softwarie Technology Program
* Information Systems Management Program
*eResearch Technology Program
,* VLSI
,e Robotics
CAD/CAE/C:AM
*Computer Graphics
*Semiconductors &
Microelectronics

aiNNER AND DISCUSSION 10 FOLLOW

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
(617) 254-2260

I

I-

Technical Managers will provide information on

ROOM 54-100

Ech New

I

Discuss Your Future
With General Electric

THE GLOBAL IMPA CT Of HUMANITY

MONDAY-FRIDAY
MONDAY-SATURDAY
SUNDAY ONLY
SEVEN DAYS

February 7, 1992

COAUCS

~Tuesday,

February 11, 7-9pmn

'Where?

Building 4 Room 149

'What else?

Light refreshments and handouts.
The future is working
at General Electric

$16.25
CS3 19.00
$s22.00
$S30.00
a

NAMVE
ADDRESS (Residence Hall, Domn, Office)
STREET ADDRESS
CITY

PHONE
_
ZIP CODE
-
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$ 99
99
129

* LotusO 1-2-30 for Macintosh@.
* Lotus 1-2-3 R2.3.
e Lotus 1-2-3 R3.1+.
Student ID required for purchase of Lotus products

Save It on Maxell Disks & SAVE!

maxell.
- MF2-HD 3.5" DS/ HD Disks.
* MF2-DD 3.5" DS/DD Disks.
* MD2-HD 5.25" DS/HD Disks.
- MD2-D 5.25" DS/ DD Disks.

Reg.
$19.95
10.95
12.95
8.95

SALE
$13.95
8.49
9.95
5.95

(Box of ten disks)

Count on Hewlett Packard
for Accuracy & Value.

SAVE $20
HP 48SX
Scientific
Expandable
Calculator.
This super efficient scientific
calculator is perfect for
serious students and business people. It comes with
gaphics and calculus
functions, unit management, symbolic math,
and many other helpful
features.
Reg. $299.99

I

Shape Up with
M.I.T. Insignia Activewear.
Show off your pride in your alma mater every time you work out in
comfortable insignia activewear by Danskin. All in easy-care easy-wear
cotton and stretch Lycrae. Grey with scarlet insignia. Made in U.S.A.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Crop top. $al Capri pants. $25 Leotard. $25 Bike shorts. $a3

NOW $279.99
rm
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PACKARD

FREE PARKING

MIT COOPA T KENDALL
3 CAMBRODGE CENTER
M-FRI 9:15-7 THUR nL'8:30
SAT 9::155:45

~HEWETT

FREE PARKING AT KENDALL: AFTER 5 WEEKDAYS AND AUL
DAY SAT AT MARRIOTT HOTEL. *WITH SALES RECEIPT
SHOWING S5 MIN. COOP PURCHASE: VALIDATE AT
CASHIER'S DESK AT THE COOP.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CAUL 499-2WO
I
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IGOING TO THE OLYMPIC

-

TTIE EUROPEAIV COA111UNITY."
TODAYAND
Off40RO

GAMES IN BARCELONA?
oI OR TO TH9E INTERNA77ONAL
I
FAIR
IN SEVILLE?7
oI OR HAVING PROBLEMS WITH~
YOUR SPANIISH COURSES?
-I OR WISHING TO
COMIMUNICATE BETTER WI1TH
YOUR SPANISH-SPEA KINGG
FRIENDS?

A ]PROGRAM IN ENGLISH AT THE INSTITUT W'ETUTDES POLITIQUES,
JUNE 11JULY 23, 1992 in Paris, France
Focusing on Europe through a multidisciplinary approach (political, managerial and
technological), this program enables students from North American universities to
understand the meaning and impact of European integration.
*Graduate students
*kPost Graduates
in the fields of Business, Engineering, Law, Political Science and International Affairs.
THE INSTITUT DIETULDES POLITPIQUES is one of France's most prestigious
schools of Higher Education, where the Country's elite has been trained for over a century.
A SIXWEEIK INTENSIVE SEMINAR ON
9 EUROPEANU ISSUES:
European structures, Management and Technology understood in the context of 1992's
unification goals and the long term goals laid out at Maastricht.
THE PROGRAMR COIMBINES: lectures, round table discussions, tutorials, small
group work, case studies and field trips to selected firms and industries. It is taught by
a facultyr composed of academics and experts from the ]EC and the professional world.
*WITHTHPE ACTIVE PARTFICIPATION OF INVTER~NATION AhL COMPANIES:S
Ae'rospatiale, Credit Lyonnmais, Elf-Aquitaine, Eurogroup Consultants, Geo-Alsthom,
Groupe Schneider, LVMH, SNCF and SNECMA.lB
*WITH TH1ME UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO~OBTAIN A PAID)INTERNSHIP OR
LONG~ TERMBI1 EIMPLOYMENTE
THE COST ]IS $380b0 AND INCLUDES: tuition and classroom materials, housing,
meals (breakfast and lunch) and field trip expenses for the duration of the Program.
FI[NANCIAL AID is av~ailable when appropriately justified.

EE~.C./S.P..
IEP
27, rue St-Guillaume
75341 -Paris cedex 07

Leslie H~awkes
(33) (1) 4D5 49 50 67 / 64
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----
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-
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Public -Service Center
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FRANCECI
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Earlydecision deadline: February20. Finaldeadline: Aprpil 15, 1992.
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SAE President
by Bus
While on Hazard B0dge

X_~~~~I,
aM

Accldent, ftom Page I

Tuesday evening.

not paralyzed - he can talk. He
responds to people, but he's still
very disoriented," Kroes added
Kroes said that the fraternity
heard of the accident through
Prince's mother, who called them

"He's doing very well, considering what happened" Kroes said. "it
doesn't seem very fair that this happened to him. But he's tough kid,
and he'll recover."

--i
r,
I
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Tuesday, Feb. 11, 1992 is the deadline for
voter registration for the March 10, 1992
presidential primary.
The Cambridgeelection committee is located at
362 Green Street, on the third building, in Central
Square at the corner of Western Avenue.

_-I-

Hours are 9 a.m. to 5p.m. Monday through Friday.
They will be open until 10 p.m. on Feb. 11, and 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 8th. Call 617-3494361 for more infoation.

I

i
i

I

Anyone eligible to registerto vote may do so in any
community at a town or city hall, and the registration
must be forwarded to your own community.

Cambridge Democratic City Committee
cto
17 Bishop lelnl Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139

Cambridge Republican City Committee
cto
287 Harvard Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

George Sommaripa - Cormmittee Chair
(617) 661-3800

Vincent Lawrence Dixonr
(617) 492-0954

I
-·--- -·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

AU Classes held in Room 3-343
Rafael Levin '93, attempts to break the hold of his Rhode
Island College opponent Wednesday. MIT lost the match
2S68.

L

- Committee Chair

Spring 1992 Minicourse Schedule

The ATHENA MINICOURSES have already started! Where are
you? We're offering two new courses this term:
I

I

*

Serious Emacs, for the experienced Ernacs users who wants to
get their teeth into the

WACH.
TEAGIO

best free txt-editor

in

the known

universe, and
o

Information

Resources,

communications,
NOOtnt profwesionhOathispant
Ih. pCr
to woke uD
vornqrtnds T1,
U e Par
o wPak uD shewtorld
nave
rTocharr5
tnot E-r
,rsch
l~lh i,-,,
Fo r
Cmrnoell

a

quick

tour

of

the

help,

and reference resources available to every

Athena user.

1-85>0045-TACH.
This space donated by The Tech
I

12 noon

I

Mon
,

,ob
,

7 p.m.

i

BOSTON

I

Basic WP
10 Feb|

Latex

8 p.m.

Thesis

With the purchase of two brunch entrees,
receive one with our compliments.
Mimosa and typically features:

Conveniently
|
|.
|

|

Poached Salmon
Hot Turkey Platter
and much moire...

No Minicourses

-I
Latex 11

Emacs 12 Feb

Matlab 13 Feb

Introl 25 eb

18 Feb

MSO

asic WP

Feb

EZ

MSO
Emwacs
EZ

Xess 20 Feb

EZ

LAte27 Feb
Intro
Basic WP

M sr SO 4Mar j

Matlab

Emacs S Mar

Thesis
Latex
Thesis

Info

7 p.m.

Emucs

info

Matlab

MSO

8 p.m.

Info

Emnacs

Xess

E3Z

12 noon

Ito10

7 p.m.

Intro

EZ

Inlfo

Latex

8 p.m.

Basic WP

Emacsl

MSO1

Thesisl

Marl

II

ThesiXess

Mladb

Info 3

Latex

Xess

Late

EZEranacs

Mar

I

-I

Latex

Seb

Basic WP II

Latex1

esi

* Find Coure lescripions on the back of the fenow index and Schedules,
available at fine Athena clusters everywhere.

~~~Valid at One Memorial ~iver
Cambridge only.
G~~~Cll
225 2222 for reservati~ons and directions.

PLEASE NOTE: No Pre-Registration or Reservations are Needed...
Just show up for class!

Coupon expires 3/2/92

All Classes are One Hour each.

~

EZ

Q Peb|
_

located on the comer of the Longfellow Bridge with

~~~Scenic Views of the Chatles River and Boston Skcyline.
* ~~Regular menu isavailable during brunch.

s~~~
~ ~

EZ

_5Feb

Intro 0

FeB

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

Sunday Brunch isserved noon til 3 p.m., includes a Bloody May ori

-T

Madab

Institute Holiday

12noon

I-

MSO

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

Thu
I _

Wed

Basic WPI

Thesis IIeb

7 p.m.

12 noon 24 Feb|

|

jlPebi

12 noond118

|~~~~TOaA
0
VI

Eggs Benedict
Begian Waffles
~~Comn Beef Hash

Intro

Intro

8 p.m.
12 noon

Tue
I~~i
I Basic WP-T

------

ma--- = o.--"a am

L. __ _

,

_ ,,

All Classes held in Romn 3-343
__

,,,,_

__ i
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By MWke Purucker
SPOW:SSTAFF

The MIT men's hockey team
recorded another first Tuesday night
when they beat a very talented
Suffolk University squad 7-3.
Suffolk is currently in a third-place
tie in the very competitive Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
Northern Division and defeated the
Beavers 10-3 last year.
Coach Quinn had never beaten
Suffolk during his tenure at MIT.
He called his team's performance
the finest sixty-minute effort he has
seen while behind the MIT bench.
Suffolk may have come into the
game overconfident, but a goal by
Nick Pearce '94 just twenty seconds
after the opening faceoff quickly got
their attention. Suffolk tied the
game five minutes later, then scored
a freak goal with one minute
remaining in the first period to take
a 2-1 lead.
The second period featured some
of the finest defensive hockey seen
at the Johnson Athletic Center in
years. After skating toe-to-toe with
Suffolk all period, the Beavers went
on the power play when Pearce was
hauled down with 2:43 remaining.
Suffolk scored 13 seconds into
the power play, raising the Beavers'
deficit to 3-1. The goal would have
broken a lesser team's spirit, but
MIT raised their game to a new
level, drawing two more penalties
and scoring two goals with a 5-on-3
advantage.
Mike Mini '93 scored the first
goal, backhanding in a rebound off
a shot by Noel Nistler G. Alain
Curodeau G then tied the game at
three apiece just 42 seconds later,
again assisted by Nistler. These
goals gave the Beavers momentum
heading into the final period.

RT

MIT wasted no time in the third,
scoring three goals in the first seven
minutes. Jason Biederman '93 got
the game-winner at 3:46, assisted by
Jason Krieser '92 and John Cushing
G. Lloyd Johnston G scored a
minute later, and added the final
goal with five minutes remaining.
But the Beavers' prettiest and most
poetic goal was their sixth, scored
by Mike Foley G.
The teamwork typifying MIT's
game showed when Foley tipped in
a pass from Gene McKenna '92 just
to the left of the Suffolk goalie. The
play was set up through a great
effort from Curodeau and constant
pressure on'the Suffolk defensemen.
But it was appropriate that Mike
Foley should score a goal in perhaps
MIT's most significant hockey victory ever. Foley has been with the
team the longest, and his teammates
said that he had a look of total disbelief irr the locker room following
the unprecedented win.
MIT beat Suffolk because every
player on the team contributed their
best effort. The first line of Pearce,
Rob Silva '93, and Mini looked
exhausted afterward, and Mini suffered a concussion from a cheap
shot fired after scoring his goal. Six
different players scored the seven
goals, and defensemen Nistler and
McKenna had four and three assists,
respectively.
Goalie John Simmons '95 made
19 saves, but had excellent help
from his defensemen clearing
Suffolk forwards and pucks away
from the crease. Suffolk's Brian
Gruning had scored 37 goals and 55
points in 16 previous games, but the
Beavers held him without a single
point.
The MIT players felt their
defense was the key to their victory.

for

SfflloU

Lloyd Johnason G scores his second goal of the garne In MIT'sC'r
came a 3-1 deficit to Improve their record to 13-2.
Nistler said, "They never got around
our defense all game. We wanted it
more than they did."
Suffolk was "used to wheeling
and dealing. You could see them
getting frustrated as we stymied
them. We simply outplayed them in
the third period," said Krieser.
Biederman said, "When we got
in the locker room at 3-3 after the
second period, we said to each

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized 89
Mercedes, $200. 86 VW, $50. 87
Mercedes, $100. 65 Mustang, $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
Free 24 hour recording reveals
details. 801-379-2929. Copyright
#MA12KJC.

Spring Break '92, earn free trips and
cash! Campus reps wanted to promote the #1 spring break destination, Daytona Beach. Best organized,
best price on campus. Call 1-8005638747.

Daytona Beach! Spring break '92
March 20-29. Oceanfront hotel on
strip. Best beaches, clubs, party!
Includes seven nights hotel plus
roundtrip motorcoach. Only $259.00!
(quad occ.) Call Yankee Tours at 1800-9DAYTONA, M-F, 8-6.

Wanted: SUN & PARTY HUNGRY PEOPLE!!! SPRING BREAK: Cancun,
Bahamas from $259.00 includes
roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties,
free admission and more! Organize a
small group. Earn a free trip.
1(800)BEACH IT.

leatWave Vacations Spring Break
1992. The best rates, guaranteed to
beat the competition by at least $50.
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas. For
more information, call 800395-WAVE

Macintosh specialists wantedl Need
a part time job? We need a
Macintosh specialist for customer
support, Mac repairs, and general
office
work.
Call
Desktop
Performance at (617) 247-2470 and
ask for Lynne.
Fundrallser: We're looking for a top
fratemity, sorority, or student organ6
zation that would like to earn
$500-$1500 for a one week on-canm
pus marketing project. Must be orGanized and hard working. Call Megan
at (800) 592-2121 ext 153 or Betsy
at ext 154.
Apt. Share - Cambridge $415.00
easy bus and/or T connections, furnished, also own telephone & TV
Cable connection. Great setting, all
modern amenities, safe neighborhood, near Fresh Pond, 5 min. bus to
Harvard Square - 547-7424.
$40,000/yrl Read books and TV
scripts. Fill out simple 'like/don't
like' form. Easy! fun, relaxing at
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. Free 24 hour recording.
801-3792925. Copyright #MA12KEB

You've only got one week to live! Do
it right! Spring break in Jamaica,
Bahamas, Cancun, Margarita from
$369!! Hotel, air, transfers, parties!
Organize group travel free! Sun
Splash Tours 1-800-e4267710.

By Reginald Abel
TEAM CAPTAIN

The MVIT men's gymnastics
team defeated Dartmouth College
145.25-127 on Saturday.

Come live with us! Share the first
floor of a recently restored house in
Somerville with two MIT grads.
$310/month plus utilities. Sunny,
three bedrooms, garden, two cats
(but no more pets, please). 10minute walk to Davis T. 2 min. walk
to Lechmere, Harvard buses.
Females preferred. Call Debby or
Marie, 6255486.
Office to Share with consultant, a
part-time MIT staff person, 2 minutes
from MIVIT,
view of Charles, PC's, laser
printer, desk, quiet, green tree, grass
and on campus. 864-2244 or 8645555 - Price negotiable, reasonable.

Charleston - M/F student/staffer
for large unfumished room in nifty 3
floor house. W/d, huge storage.
Share with quiet M. Quick to MIIT by
bike/car. No smokers/pets. $350.00

Designer Loft - Clutter Buster
Professionally crafted loft, 6' x 7.5' x
3', single, easy to erect, shelving for
stereo, space for workstation, interior
fluorescent light, walnut & oak finish.
$249 or B.O. 864-2244.
Compact DBik and Record Expo -

Fast

Tech.
11,90 problems? I am an experienced
attorney and a graduate of MIT who
will work with you creatively to solve
these problems, answer your legal
questions and provide legal representation. My office is conveniently
located in downtown Boston just minutes for MIT via MBTA. Call Attomey
Esther Horwich, MIT '77 at 5231150.

m

STAFFPHOae BYJONA THWN KOSUTor

7-3 win over Suffolk University. MIT over-

other, 'Can you feel it?' We knew
then we were going to win."
MIT is justifiably proud of their
on-ice success this year, and their
13-2 record stands on its own. Team
Captain McKenna feels that all that
is left is national recognition. As the
locker room banter carried on
around himn he said, "We want to be
just like the football team. We want
to be in S1."

The Beavers will not be gracing
the cover of Sports Illustrated anytime soon, but rest assured that they
have the undivided attention of the
teams in the New England College
Hockey Association. MIT is in first
place in the NECHA Division I
North Conference, and can clinch
first place on Wednesday night at 7
p.m. when they meet second-place
WPI at the Johnson Athletic Center.

MIT started off slowly on floor
exercise, due to the absence of two
injured competitors, Art Shectman
'95 and Chi Won '94. The first
competitor, Xavier Leroux '95,
received a season high score of 6.0
for his routine, which included a
difficult back-back somersault combbination. Scott Lazerwith, also a
freshman, received a 7.25 for a routine displaying several dazzling
strength moves. Chris Ellefson
received a 6.65. Floor exercise was
capped by Reginald Abel '92, who
performed a routine which included
a back-punch front and a frontpunch-front somersault combination, for which he received a team
high of 7.8.
Richard Pietri '93 and Ellefson
received scores of 4.1 and 4.5 5,
respectively, on the pommel horse.
The still rings, by far one of the
most difficult events, saw good routines by MIT gymnasts, including
several individual season high
scores. These included Jonath
Padilla '93, Pietri, Won, and Abel.
Padilla, competing on the rings for
the first time, received a 4.0. Pietri
and*1Won
received 4.55 and 5.65
. ,

respectively. Abel received a score
of 6.65 for a routine which included
three iron-crosses. Scott Lazerwith
and Ellefson rounded out the event
for MIT with scores of 6.45 and
6.65 respectively. Both had difficult
strength moves and finished with
strong double-back somersaults.
The next event, the vault, was
once again the highest scoring event
for MIT. Chi Won received a 6.95

for a comprehensive handspring
with a half twist. Padilla received
his season high, a 8.05 for an excellent handspring. Ellefson, a consistent performer on vault, received a
8.3 for a well executed handspring.
MIT's vaulting brigade was led by
Abel, who received a 8.85 for a
handspring-front somersault.
The final event, high bar, saw
Ellefson receive his season high
score of 7.05. MIT's high bar specialist, Won, received a 7.2 for a
routine including a difficult reverse
hecht.
MIT travels to the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst for their
next meet. The next and final home
meet will be on Feb. 15 at 4 p.m.
against City College of New York.

+ Lv. ms. 242-8580.
Alaska Summer Employment - fisheries. Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & board! Over
8000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or female. For employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-206-5454155 ext. 316.

Top 40, altemative, jazz, oldies, R+B,
C+W, Imports. February 16, 1992.
;0:00 AM - 5:00 PM. Howard
Johnson's, 57 Park Plaza Hotel. For
information 617-9864538. Look for
discount coupon in Feb. 11, 1992

TA

Gymnasls: StsongAgainst Darbrlouffi

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid, with
complete name, address, and phone
number. The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA
02139.

Firs

Fundralsing

Program

Fratemities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And
a FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800932-0528 Ext.65.
the Tech Subscriptlon Rates: $20

one year 3rd class mail ($37 two
years); $55 one year 1st class mail
($105 two years); $52 one year air
mail to Canada or Mexico or surface
mail overseas; S140 one year air
mail overseas; $10 one year MIT
Mail (2 years $18). Prepayment
equired.

SIAFFPHOT BYSANG

Chris Ellbfson '95 s

tPARK

d a 7.05 in the high bar ovent for MIT In

Saturday's entch Wnsmt DlMW&ou Codted.

